
Dear guests, our goal is to reassure you that we are 
doing everything we can to keep you safe during your 

time with us. We have taken many measures to ensure 
that you can totally relax and enjoy your stay with us in 

HOTEL AIGUACLARA
While we have been closed we have worked hard, 

disinfecting and thoroughly cleaning every last corner. All 
the hotel facilities are in perfect condition.

For your safety we have implemented the cleaning 
protocol set by the health authorities .



AIGUACLARA’S COVID INSURANCE

Guaranties Limits
Medical and sanitary assistance

- Spain 3.500 €
- Ontological expenses 250 €

Repatriation or sanitary transport for wounded or sick people The totality of its cost
Repatriation or transportation of others Insured The totality of its cost
Trip for a Relative or a friend in case of hospitalization

− Trip expenses
− Relative or friend’s stay expenses in case of hospitalization
− Relative o friend’s stay expenses not displaced in case of hospitalization

The totality of its cost
500 € (50€ x 10 days)

1.500 € (150€ x 10 days)

Convalescence at the hotel 1.500 € (150€ x 10 days)
Repatriation or Insured transportation in case of death The totality of its cost
Early return due to a relative’s death The totality of its cost
Early return due to a relative’s hospitalization The totality of its cost
Early return due to serious accident at home or at the professional place The totality of its cost
Loss of contracted and unused services due to hospitalization 500 €

Professional driver expenses The totality of its cost
Medical Tele Consultation Service ARAG Service
Refund of canceled vacation 500 €

We have contracted an insurance for your tranquility. You can see all coverages below:



We  are working to make sure that you feel as 
comfortable and safe as you do in your own home!

We love to care for our guests here in Aiguaclara and it 
will cost us a lot, but today we will not hug you, nor will 

we shake your hands when welcoming you as we 
normally do. Neither can we kiss you on the way out, but 
be reassured that, as always, we will take care of you at 

all times (even if it has to be at a distance of 1,5 m)

WELCOME TO HOTEL AIGUACLARA



CHECK-IN

You can check-in comfortably from your home, you 
just have to enter the link that we sent you when 

you booked. When you arrive at the hotel, you just 
have to sign and you won't have to wait any longer 

to start enjoying our HOTEL-RESTAURANT



When you arrive you can disinfect your hands 
with HYDROALCOHOLIC GEL .

As you will be entering a disinfected area, we 
kindly ask you to make sure to walk over the 
specially installed disinfecting carpet at the 

entrance to the hotel.



For your peace of mind and to protect you 
and other guests we propose to take your 

temperature on arrival. We hope you 
understand.



There is a screen of metrakylate that separates 
you from us. We know it is not very beautiful☹,

but it is much safer for everyone😊😊

We have masks for our staff, if you have not 
brought yours and you need one, please ask us

If you need information and maps of the area, we 
can send it to you by email or WhatsApp, in digital 

format.



The TV and air conditioning controls are also 
disinfected and inside a hermetically sealed bag, 

which is also biodegradable.

You can disinfect your hands as many times as you 
want. We have gel dispensers throughout the 

hotel. We only ask you to use them responsibly as 
we try to be as sustainable as possible.



ROOM CLEANING

When you enter into the room you will notice the 
degree of disinfection. Our staff have received specific 

training to follow a strict cleaning protocol, using 
products approved by the health authorities, which 

allow us to KEEP ROOMS CLEAN AND PROTECTED OF 
VIRUSES.

Staff will regularly and thoroughly disinfect all the 
knobs, handles, switches, remote controls throughout 

the hotel.



It may take a little longer than usual to clean your 
room, we ask for your patience.

Staff will not be able to offer you a smile because 
they will wear a MASK, but you will see in their 
eyes that they are at your disposal for whatever 

you need.

Please inform us if you prefer that no one enters 
your room. Alternatively, you can hang the sign 

outside your door which lets us know that you do 
not want anyone in your room.



CLEANING COMMON SPACES

Our staff will be constantly reviewing and 
sanitizing sensitive areas including, knobs, 

handles, light switches, railings and all 
entrance and exit doors.



BREAKFAST
As always we will welcome you with a friendly "Good 

morning!"

If you have forgotten to wash your hands that is no 
problem. We have a gel dispenser in the breakfast 

room.

Tell us where you want to sit, inside or on the 
terrace, and we will be happy to prepare your table. 

We have left a 1,5 metre gap between all the  tables 
so that you can relax and enjoy your breakfast 

knowing that you are safer than ever.



This year we continue to have our fabulous 
breakfast buffet but there will be some changes 

to ensure your safety and comfort.

This year, if you ask us what you want we will 
happily bring it to your table.

Of course, be careful and ask little by little, as 
we prefer to serve you several times and not to 

have food that remains on the plate. We want to 
be as SUSTAINABLE as possible.



ROOM SERVICE

For a small supplement we bring you 
breakfast to your room. 

You can enquire about this at the  Front 
Desk.



When you leave, a "Goodbye, enjoy the day!" 
brand of the house and we start to collect 

and clean everything again.



RESTAURANT

With your safety upper most in mind this year we 
have less capacity than usual. If you want to enjoy 

our restaurant, please reserve your table in advance 
as we do not want you to miss out! 

Choose carefully the time you prefer to eat / dine. We 
will serve two sittings 8pm and 10pm, and we will not 
be able to save your table for more than 15 minutes. 
If you see that you are late or you change your plans 
please let us know. You will be doing us a great favor!



When you enter, if you have forgotten, you will be 
able to disinfect your hands with our 
HYDROALCOHOLIC GEL dispensers.

Good evening! How are you? This is how we will 
receive you, without hugs and shaking hands, but 
with the warm and welcoming greeting that we 

have always valued in Aiguaclara.

To further reassure you of your safety and so that 
you can relax we have placed the tables 1,5 meters 

apart. This will mean that tables will be well 
separated from one another and you can dine safe 
in the knowledge that you are being taken care of.
Choose your table and we will set up it just for you.



You can order what you prefer to eat from 
your phone, with our App.

If you do it before arriving you are invited to 
a glass of cava and coffees, and you will can 

savor our dishes with greater tranquility.



When you leave, a "Goodbye, enjoy the day!" 
brand of the house and we start to collect 

and clean everything again.



WHAT YOU DON’T SEE AND WE WANT YOU TO 
KNOW 

When we get to work, just as we enter, we take our 
temperature. If we have a fever we go home.

At the entrance, we disinfect our hands, put on a 
MASK and change our shoes.



When we get to the dressing room, we change 
our clothes and we keep the ones from the 

street in the locker. 

At the end of each day we take our clothes 
home and wash them at 60ºC.

While we work we always keep the safety 
distance with our colleagues.



We constantly wash our hands, with soap or with 
HYDROALCOHOLIC GEL.  Gel dispensers are available 

throughout the hotel.

When we leave we change our clothes again and just 
before leaving we change our shoes again.

We disinfect our hands for the last time, we put on 
gloves and a mask and we go home, to rest.



AT FRONT DESK

Before I open the front desk I have already changed 
my clothes. After opening the door, I disinfect my 

hands.
The first thing I do when I arrive is to thoroughly 
disinfect all the work material, computer, printer, 

dataphone, telephone, etc
If at any time during the day I don't have so much 

work, I disinfect again knobs, switches, and handles. 
In this way I contribute to the safe environment that 
we have created in Aiguaclara and I help my cleaning 

colleagues, who have a lot of work this year.



AT RESTAURANT – THE  KITCHEN
When staff arrive to the kitchen we put on our work-

hats and sanitize our hands.
We disinfect the work tables and start the day. 

Everything will be ready for when you sit down at the 
table.

We leave everything back in its place and prepare 
ourselves once more so that everything is perfect for 
you and you can fully enjoy our delicious gastronomy.

When the day is over we congratulate our selves, 
because everything has worked well. Our guests have 
enjoyed their time with us knowing that every effort 

has been made to ensure their comfort and safety 
whilst they have been with us.

Finally before leaving, we sweep, scrub and disinfect 
work tables, utensils and floors leaving everything 

ready for the next day.



AT THE RESTAURANT – THE DINNING ROOM

When we arrive, we wash our hands and we sweep 
and mop the floor with disinfectant.

We disinfect the tables and chairs again.

When you arrive and choose a table we will prepare 
it for you right away. 

At each shift change we disinfect the tables and 
chairs again.



At the end of the day we sweep and mop the floor 
with disinfectant.

Once more we disinfect knobs, handles and switches. 

Our goal at the end of each day is to leave everything 
impeccable, everything clean as a whistle! The lights 

go down on one more beautiful day in Aiguaclara and 
everything is made ready so that tomorrow you can 

enjoy and relax in our restaurant again with 
MAXIMUM SAFETY.



SUPPLIERS

We only work with those suppliers that guarantee us 
HYGIENE AND SAFETY.

We want to reassure you, dear guests, that they do 
not enter our establishment.

They leave the products in a clean area at the 
entrance which has been designed specifically and 

with great care for these tasks.
We disinfect all packaging and keep all products in a 

warehouse.
Every day the municipal garbage service will collect 

the removed packages.
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